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Film The Four Pillars of the Basement, Part 2, 2015, Bollywood. Directed by:
Mahin Sheriff. Cast: Shrewsbury Williams (Robinson), Curtias Hogan (Dewan),
Lea Michele (Feig), Rehman Rukwasi (Salhan), Tamaz Goldi (Vano), Dashwa

Dada (Fritz), Sara Jeans (Granny), Shah Rukh Khan (Ava) , Neela Yong
(Misuk), Narzi Narzulla (Reisha), Anushka Sharma (Rahulla), Libabet Kherlock

(Rukia), Janet Jacques (Sonny), Andy Muldasum (Sam), Dillon Dickerson
(Christine), Robin Williams and others. Mahin Sheraf, one of those directors

who know how to create without pathos and strained PR. And I've always loved
this guy's work. He shoots films that are surprisingly different - there is a hard
action movie here, and a rom-com with a touch of comedy. If I donâ€™t like
something in the film, then I donâ€™t have to watch it, it happens. There is
both drama and comedy - everything in moderation. Not a hypocrite film. I

can't say that everyone will like it. I would classify it among those films that a
fairly wide range of people will watch in the cinema. I can't say that the movie
makes me cry. Basically, I love musicals. But I can not understand why cry in

this picture. Someone can call it sentimentality, someone remembers loved ones
who have gone to another world. But I don't really care about the emotions of

the characters. On the contrary, in "TWICE HAPPY" I remember most of all a
touching love story. Anyway. And now about the movie :) This movie has no
plot and no broad storyline. "Two" is the story of two childhood friends who
grew up together and dreamed of their future. And who were separated. And
two more bright moments - they fall in love with each other. Well, that is a

given :) As in any movie, there are dirt, and pathos, and emotions. But they are
in moderation, yes :) And this is a good sign. Cozy, good movie to watch in

company
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